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Pyrolysis systems use a process to 
convert rubber, plastics and other 
burnables to an other form of media 
that can be used again. The pyrolysis 
process is based on heating up the raw 
material in an inert atmosphere with no 
oxygen until it is broken up in 
molecules and is transferred to other 
combinations.
The process chamber operates at 
about 300-500 C in temperature and 
here the material is splited and boiled 
into fractions we use. Output will be 
following.

Pyrolysis oil that is an attractive fuel replacing diesel 
and boiler oil etc. It can be converted to clean diesel 
and gasoline in a refinery.

Carbon black power that is a  coal power useable for 
fuel or raw material to make new tyres. Pressed to 
briquettes it its attractive to sell as fuel.

Steel wire and metals ( mostly from tyres ) If we use tyres alone this is 
about 15% of weight and it is high quality metal scrap to sell.
Pyrolysis gas that is similar to natural gas as fuel. This gas is mostly used 
to heat the pyrolysis process with heat energy for the chamber. Gas can be 
cleaned and used as kitchen gas or for boiler applications or in a a gas 
operated generator unit. Industrial boilers are common users.

Pyrolysis systems are available in different sizes and functions with a capacity 
from 10 day and up to 200 ton / day in input materials. This specific 
machine is a batch machine that make 10 ton in one batch / day.

Typical output from a 10 ton / day system.      

Plastic waste and hour hold waste output in oil System need about 20 KW electricity.
Quality differs a lot and here best plastics gives 95% of waste weight in oil and least good plastics about 
40% in oil.
PE, PP and PS plastics gives over 90% but ABS plastics gives 40-60% oil
Papers and packing between 20% and 60 % depending 
on quality
PVC is very bad in output.
To this we add the carbon black output.
Car tyres and rubber parts.
40 % pyrolysis oil
30-35 %  carbon black
15 % steel wires
x % disappears in gas and flue gases
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Some ideas about valuables.

Pyrolysis oil is like boiler oil and is between USD 
0.8-1,2 / liter depending on local competition and 
availability.
Carbon black is from USD 50-200 / ton  and 
pressed to fuel briquettes it is more in value
Steel from tyres is between USD 150-250 / ton for 
steel scrap.
From this wee see incomes are very high and pay 
pack can be very short. Pay off can be less 2 
years in some cases.
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Layout of complete system 
for 10 ton / day as a 
complete machine 
installation. Normally the 
system is delivered in 40 
feet containers in 
preassembled modules and 
is easy to install.
System need a flat hard 
area preferable cement or 
alphalt surface to install.
In good climate areas we 
need no roof over machines 
but it is good to have if area 
is rainy. Staff prefer no rain.
The site needs some 
storage solution for raw 
materials like tyres and RDF 
plastics.
This its similar but the 
installation have a god 
purification unit installed to 
increase quality of pyrolysis 
gases.
Option is also a refinery that 
revive pyrolysis oil to a a 
better quality product.
All systems need an electric 
input and water flow for 
cooling and process. There 
is a cooling tank in these 
images but the hot water can 
be used for other purposes if 
there is a user close by.
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 Installation in Poland  at left side and in Austria at right side. Austrian installation is 3 X 10 tons / day

Left site is Ecuador and 1 line and right in Brazil with 
2 production lines for total 20 tons / day.

How to use the pyrolyse gas ?    One simple way is a gas engine with 
generator that make electricity.  If processed it can be kitchen gas and 
delivered in bottles. Easiest way is to sell as gas to an industrial boiler where 
it can be used as it is. Boilers in dairy industry and brewery are typical users 
here that can save imported boiler oil and use gas.
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